MURDER CASE
Will Be Taken Up By Judge Reed This Week.

HOLLAND KEYS COMES UP TODAY.
Holland Keys, Over, Policing Matters Three Years Ago.

VARIOUS COMMITTEES HAVE BEEN APPOINTED.
Members Named for Disbursing. Two Kentucky Hospitals.

DATE OF GATHERING FALLS ON APRIL 6.
The Old Fellows of this city are making large arrangements for an interesting gathering which meets in this city April 6th for a one day session. The different local lodges will be selected through the auspices of the executive committee which comprises twelve men of the Dutch Ultra Lodge. Body has laid some meetings and the past week. They are announcing that they will have a "singing" gathering that will draw hundreds of the "admitt" from all parts.

SMALL AND SICKENED.

Robert Clark the cigarmaker, was locked up last night by Officers Johnson and Hessey on the charge of being drunk. He had been keeping out of the toils for a long while, as this is the first time he has fallen by the wayside for many months. The case was brought before Justice Holland Keys yesterday afternoon.

TOOK LAUDANUM.

"THREE POLICEMEN UNDER INDICTMENT IN CITY OF ST. LOUIS.

The three accused policemen were indicted yesterday, and the cases will be to and after a two hours' work, the physicians emptied the child's stomach of its dangerous contents and brought it to life.

RUMORED CHANGES.

Rumors are going the rounds of the line that the Deeds were recorded.

Breach of Peace.

The jury at Benton last week brought in a verdict for defendants in the suit of W. D. Dunn against the Jones Bros. These defendants were charged with the breach of peace. The town of St. Louis, and in the afternoon took back home the three runaway females. They were taken back home.

THE THREE ARE UNDER INDICTMENT IN CITY OF ST. LOUIS.

The dates and amounts are the same in indictments against the three accused policemen. The first indictment charges that the accused and Broke His Ann Last Year.

He was shot by Dr. E. S. Reeder, who was shot at and wounded by them.

TOOK LAUDANUM.

Ivy McClure, aged thirty-eight, had a narrow escape from being killed as a result of taking a poison. She is now recovering from the effects of the drug.

"IVY MCCLURE HAD A NARROW ESCAPE FROM DEATH YESTERDAY.

Mr. George Jackson Fell Down River Loves and Broke His Arm Last Night.

OTHER ALLEGATIONS.

The rules of the Association levy a per capita tax of 3 cents per member, and upon payment of this sum your lodge becomes a full member, entitled to participate in the business meeting of the Association.

ROME, N. C., MONDAY, MARCH 11, 1902.

This morning at II o'clock the funeral services will be held, with interment at McKendree Church. The deceased was born sixty-three years ago in Livingston county, but many years since made his home here to meet her death. She had been a member of the church, and had kept it as her place of abode. She was one of the best known and most estimable Christian ladies of the county.
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A shuffling footfall still be heard on sometimes a man, now by the Vestal Ladies' Literary Association. They are now appearing in society, with whom to entertain the guests. The Main event will be a musical entertainment, followed by a reading of the works of local authors.

Mrs. Henry West, the noted author of "In the City," and is a reliable and published in this country. His sub-

A most entertaining pro-

sense and no body of people ever

left a place of assemby More highly

largest number of tickets to the ,af-

night. • .

poor of this city.

furnished his friends with a most

sions. Luncheon was partaken of

by the venture.

fit of the Confederate monument

viewed the picture Palestine which is

a pool and billiard table, game room,

numbers each evening.

mug% were united ter - irriarriage by

Mr. Richard I. Scott.

Vocal Solo—Mr. Robert Scott.

Violin Duett—Miss Bagby and

Mr. C.0. Evertz, the acting city clerk, last night, eight, in the former city clerk, who has been working on the city's most important project, the City Hall, has been presented with a special key by the mayor.

The city legislative body has been working on the City Hall project for many months, and even if Mr. Evertz did not state he was ready for occupancy, Mr. Evertz will be hack to

Just as soon as the residence is

a matter of urgent
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THE LAST WEEK!

Complete Cleaning Out of all odd and ends, and reduction of surplus stock closes on Saturday night, March 10th.

You all know our reputation, and know that when we do a thing we do it right. The satisfactory business of the past week demonstrates how well the people appreciate this great sacrifice sale. Many fine pieces are still left, and if you have not already attended this great money-saving event, you should not fail to do so this week, for it has been equalled by few, and excelled by none. Our spring goods are already arriving; and we must have room to display them. Come early and get first selection.

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD
Buy Now... Pay Later

ODD PARLOUR PIECES
PRICES IN MANY INSTANCES CUT ALMOST IN TWO...A RARE CHANCE.

DRESSING TABLES—We can please the most fastidious, in oak or mahogany. See us as before buying.

REDUCED TO $4, worth $7.50. Get one before they are all gone.

Buck’s
Stoves and Ranges

Recognized throughout the world as the highest standard in stove art.

High grade material, ease of operation

BEAUTIFUL IN DESIGN.

THEY’RE THE BEST.

Buck’s
Stoves and Ranges

Don’t take something that is recommended to be as good as Buck’s, for Buck’s are superior to any. Try, you.

A Large and Beautiful Display of Chinaware

We can now offer you a complete stock of fine Chinawares, English and American Porcelain to select from. We have put in the open stock line formerly carried by the Kansas Glass and Queensware Co., and one match your eyes up. We can please you in a balance of display of interesting things here, and on the ground-plan that it is humorous to detect the differences. A very extensive line of Toilet Sets, fifty different patterns, all shades and colors, and at prices that will please you. See our line before purchasing. You can save many dollars if you will.
The electric-lighting proposition becomes of interest to the public because of the many complaints made of it. The lighting company's president claims that the electric-lighting proposition cannot succeed because of the experiment itself.

The electric-lighting proposition is not on the ballot. However, the lighting company is permitted to Acid. and bid, and it has just been announced that it will bid on the franchise at $850,000. It means that it is prospective to bid away franchises. The Lighting company's president has been quoted as saying that his company will make the electric-lighting proposition a failure. But this is a statement that is proved to be false.

The electric-lighting proposition is a failure because it is being worked by the Lighting company, and the Lighting company has no intention of making a success of it. The Lighting company is not interested in making a success of the electric-lighting proposition. Its purpose is to fail the proposition and to keep the Lighting company in control of the franchise.

The Lighting company has done this before. In the past, the Lighting company has failed other propositions because it wanted to keep the Lighting company in control of the franchise. In the past, the Lighting company has been successful because it wanted to keep the Lighting company in control of the franchise.

The Lighting company is planning to fail this proposition. It has already failed other propositions because it wanted to keep the Lighting company in control of the franchise. It will fail this proposition also.

The Lighting company has no intention of making a success of the electric-lighting proposition. It has the money to do it, but it is not interested in making a success of it. The Lighting company is interested in keeping the Lighting company in control of the franchise.

The Lighting company has already failed other propositions because it wanted to keep the Lighting company in control of the franchise. It will fail this proposition also.
The Grandest Opportunity Ever Offered!

We have decided to discontinue the retail sale of Furniture in Paducah, to devote our entire energies to our factory, and will close out our entire stocks at 114-116-207-213 South Third street at COST. This is a bonafide sale of an immense stock of Furniture AT COST. It is going to be sold at once. The greatest opportunity ever offered Paducah housekeepers to furnish up. Everything marked in plain figures. Come early and avoid the rush. Terms of sale Cash. THE PADUCAH FURNITURE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

TWO STORES—114-116 and 207-213 SOUTH THIRD ST.

IS GOING TO VISIT NAKED SAVAGES

Chicago, March 16—Dr. Senn is going to visit the naked savages of Central Africa. A telegram to the Paducah News from Dr. Nicholas Senn announced his intention of going into the Congo Free State region of dark continent, where he expects to travel a considerable distance in the interest of science. He lives there, and, incidentally, upon his travel.

"Dr. Senn will leave this city April 4th, for the Congo Free State region," the telegraph said. Dr. Senn is with the International Medical Congress, which is about to open in Milan.

"Dr. Senn will travel a considerable distance in the interest of science. He lives there, and, incidentally, upon his travel." Dr. Senn is with the International Medical Congress, which is about to open in Milan.

Dr. Senn is with the International Medical Congress, which is about to open in Milan.

POLICE BOARD

NOTHING BEFORE MONTHLY GATHERING TONIGHT.

City Legislature Officially Tocarry the Muster Roll for the Loyal Service.

The police and fire commissioners are to receive the register of all the public servants in the city, or to be appointed, on the 1st of each month. This register will be made up of the following:

1. The members of the city council, or of the city legislature.
2. The members of the board of aldermen.
3. The members of the council of the city.
4. The members of the board of supervisors.
5. The members of the board of police.
6. The members of the board of fire commissioners.
7. The members of the board of health.
8. The members of the board of education.
9. The members of the board of health.
10. The members of the board of finance.
11. The members of the board of police.
12. The members of the board of education.
13. The members of the board of health.
14. The members of the board of finance.
15. The members of the board of police.
16. The members of the board of education.
17. The members of the board of health.
18. The members of the board of finance.
19. The members of the board of police.
20. The members of the board of education.
21. The members of the board of health.
22. The members of the board of finance.
23. The members of the board of police.
24. The members of the board of education.
25. The members of the board of health.
26. The members of the board of finance.
27. The members of the board of police.
28. The members of the board of education.
29. The members of the board of health.
30. The members of the board of finance.
31. The members of the board of police.
32. The members of the board of education.

Dr. Senn will leave this city April 4th, for the Congo Free State region, where he expects to travel a considerable distance in the interest of science.
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Mr. Harold Blake and Miss Ethel Houston, in "Robin Hood" at The Kentucky Monday night.

---

EVA TANGUAY

THE SAMBO GIRL

BY HARRY B. SMITH AND SERGEANT KERLER, with music of "Robin Hood.

THE ONE BIG HIT OF THE SEASON.

Artistically and Entertainingly. If you wish you'll be sorry.

MANAGEMENT OF J. M. GUTTEN

PRICES—25c, 35c, 50c, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50

Every 3, 45 Tuesdays, Thursday 1 p.m.

---

White House Begins Active War on Tuberculosis Germs

Washington. D.C.—March 14. President Roosevelt issued orders for the institution of a war on tuberculosis, as far as employees of the government are concerned.

All orders apparently drafted by the medical heads of the army and navy, the surgeon general of the army and navy, and the president of the navy, and the department, be sufficient reasons for the discharge of an employee.

A thorough examination of all government buildings to be made by a board consisting of the surgeon general, the surgeon of the army, and the surgeon of the navy; general of the public health, and the hospital inspectors. All board to report conditions immediately and sanitary conditions requiring structural changes.

---

TELEPHONE 548

Monday Night March 12

ROBIN HOOD

Prices 25, 35, 50, 75, $1.00 and $1.50

Seats now on sale.
LIFE CRUSHED FROM BODY

Thomas Oden Garnet, aged twelve and a half, is dead. The search for the owner of the body will be conducted by the police. Garnet's remains will be sent back to the owners in Baltimore.

IT WAS VAIN TRYING TO END IT.

Tragedy struck the city of Baltimore last night when a young boy, Thomas Oden Garnet, killed himself. The boy, who was a student at the city's oldest public school, was found hanging from a tree in the schoolyard.

The search for the owner of the body will be conducted by the police. Garnet's remains will be sent back to the owners in Baltimore.

THOMAS ODEON GARNET, TWELVE YEARS OLD.

The boy was last seen at 4 p.m. yesterday, when he left his home to go to school. He was not seen again until this morning, when his body was discovered.

His family, who were notified of his death, have made arrangements to bring his body back to Baltimore for burial.

The cause of death is unknown, but the police believe it was suicide.

Garnet's body was sent to the morgue, and the coroner will conduct an examination to determine the cause of death.